Post-18 Dual Career
How do I balance sailing with education or work?

What is a dual career?

British Sailing statement on dual career

The term dual career can refer to an array of
different forms of education and work, that
an individual is involved in alongside their
sailing career.

Sailing embraces all personal development opportunities in and out of the pathway. British Sailing recognise that all
forms of education and training play a fundamental role in the sailor’s progress and journey. We encourage sailors to
have dual aspirations as it has been shown to support the long-term development of the person and performance on
and off the water.

•

Plan time effectively e.g., write to-do lists
& set personal deadlines

•

Set time aside for rest/relaxation

•

Reach out to your lifestyle advisor for
support (if you have access)

My coach was actually very understanding.
I was doing both youth squad, under-21, and
doing the other stuff at the same time. With
that, he had a fair bit of flexibility. My coach
was very useful in just understanding that
that time pressure was there and the best
way to manage it.
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•

Determine who your main support
systems are and reach out to them as
soon as possible

•

Prepare for your transitions in advance

•

Embrace your new independence and
reach out to your support system when
necessary

Time
Demands

Multiple
Transitions
at Once

Time Away Sailing
Clashing with Key
Education Periods

•

Create an overview of key hotspots in
education/work and sailing

•

Inform lecturers/personal tutor/
employer of when you will be away

•

Make sailing staff aware of key
education/work periods

I just emailed one of the lecturers going,
“I’ve got way too much on here,” and they
were actually then really good about moving
exams for me. I think I had four exams and
I did two in the summer exam period and
moved two to September.
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Double Handed
Dual Career
Challenge

•

Pinpoint key training and competition
times to help with the logistics of
managing university / work / life
alongside sailing

•

Create a shared calendar to understand
each other’s commitments outside of
sailing

•

Communication is vital
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For more information, please refer to the ‘Post-18 Dual Career Challenges, Support Available,
and Best Practice section of the ‘Sailing Through a Dual Career’ guide.
The guide also highlights some of the different routes you can take when you transition out of
university and some of the different things you should consider before making the decision.

